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Few geniuses have left as powerful an imprint on art, science and pop-
ular culture as Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). Paintings like the Mona
Lisa and The Last Supper remain mysterious and compelling, spawning

endless reproductions and parodies. The Renaissance Man’s staggering body
of scientific work is still studied, with many of his theories only proven in
modern times. The 500th anniversary of Leonardo’s death has inspired
dozens of exhibitions across Europe. Whether or not you plan a trip for an
anniversary event, Leonardo’s native Italy has numerous attractions dedi-
cated to his life and work - as does France, where he spent several produc-
tive years. Here’s how to travel through the polymath’s life, from his
undistinguished beginnings in the village of Vinci to the stately French
palaces of his final years.

Rome: Da Vinci’s marvelous machines
Begin in the ‘Eternal City’, where Leonardo designed prototype helicopters,

diving suits, armored tanks, even a robotic knight, hundreds of years before
technology made it possible to build them. At Rome’s Leonardo Da Vinci Museo
you can see 50 ahead-of-their-time contraptions crank into life.

Two floors are filled with marvelous machines built according to Leonardo’s
original designs: a multi-directional machine gun, trench digger, hang-glider
and webbed gloves (a precursor to modern flippers). Finish with a primer on
Leonardo’s paintings; a gallery room houses reproductions of Leonardo’s major
works.

For the real deal,
one of Leonardo’s
most treasured
paintings hangs
within the storied
halls of the Vatican
Museums (1km west).
The unfinished oil
painting San Gero-
lamo (St Jerome),
thought to date to
1482, shows the ago-
nized saint paying
penance in the
desert. The walnut-
wood canvas was
sliced into pieces -
as if St Jerome hadn’t
suffered enough -
and used as a table-
top before being res-
cued, restored and hung alongside the work of other genre-defining artists of
the Renaissance.

Just south of the museums is the Vatican’s Cortile del Belvedere (Belvedere
Courtyard). At the behest of Pope Leo X, Leonardo was installed in an apart-
ment here from 1513 to 1516. Centuries of change have reshaped the Vatican
(and split the courtyard in two) but it’s irresistible to glance up at the windows
and imagine the great genius, brow furrowed, staring out for inspiration.

Florence: The making of a master
Three and a half hours north of Rome by road, Florence is where Leonardo

perfected his craft under the tutelage of Andrea del Verrocchio. Most signifi-
cantly for admirers of his art, this is also where he began to work on the iconic
La Gioconda (c 1503), better known as the Mona Lisa (though today the lady
with the enigmatic smile hangs on a wall in Paris’ Louvre).

On the north bank of the Arno River, the Uffizi Gallery has one of Italy’s
finest collections of Renaissance art, including Leonardo’s Annunciation (c
1472) and Adoration of the Magi, (c 1482). Both are part of Leonardo’s prolific
artistic output as a young man in Florence (and both are in room 35). A few
steps north of the Uffizi are more elusive treasures. Guarded by the 94m Torre
d’Arnolfo, the Palazzo Vecchio is believed to hold a fresco by Leonardo, con-
cealed behind another artist’s work in the Salone dei Cinquecento.
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Florence’s world-class Uffizi Gallery, which contains two of the master’s works.

A visitor views a portrait of Leonardo Da Vinci by Francesco
Melzi (left) and a Da Vinci self-portrait (right) at the Leonardo
Da Vinci museum during an exhibition marking the 500th an-
niversary of the death of Renaissance artist yesterday in Vinci,
Tuscany.  —AFP


